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Abstract−This study explores the application of a micromechanics model based on theWeibull stress to pre-
dict cleavage fracture behavior in surface crack specimens loaded predominantly in tension for an A515−70
structural steel tested in the transition region. The Weibull stress parameters are calibrated using toughness
data for deep notch C(T) and shallow notch SE(B) specimens. The calibrated Weibull stress model is then
used to predict the toughness distribution for the surface crack specimens. The predictions of the probability
distribution for cleavage fracture in the surface crack specimens based upon the present methodology agrees
well with the experimental data. Such an application serves as a prototype for a wide class of engineering
problems involving the transferability of fracture toughness data from laboratory specimens to structural
components.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The fundamental importance of cleavage fracture behavior in material failure has stimulated a rapidly
increasing amount of research onmicromechanicsmethodologies to assess the integrity of structural compo-
nents subjected to various loading andenvironmental conditions. Suchmethodologies are collectively termed
local approaches and describe the cleavage process uncoupled from the macroscopic fracture toughness (Jc,
KIcor CTOD) to quantify the impact of defects in load-bearing materials and in-service structures (such as
offshore and marine structures). Among these research efforts, the seminal work of Beremin provides the
basis for establishing a relationship between the microregime of fracture and macroscopic crack driving
forces (such as the J-integral) by introducing the Weibull stress (σw) as a probabilistic fracture parameter.
A key feature of the Beremin approach is that σw follows a two-parameter Weibull distribution in terms of
theWeibull modulus,m and the scale parameter, σu . Unstable crack propagation (cleavage) occurs at a criti-
cal value of the Weibull stress; under increased remote loading (as measured by J), differences in evolution
of the Weibull stress reflects the potentially strong variations of near-tip stress fields. When implemented in
a finite element code, themethodology predicts the evolution ofWeibull stresswith applied load (convenient-
ly measured by J in the present work).

This study explores the application of a micromechanics model based on the Weibull stress to predict
cleavage fracture behavior in surface crack specimens loaded predominantly in tension for anA515−70struc-
tural steel tested in the transition region. The Weibull stress parameters are calibrated using toughness data
for deep notch C(T) and shallow notch SE(B) specimens. The calibrated Weibull stress model is then used
to predict the toughness distribution for the surface crack specimens. The predictions of the probability dis-
tribution for cleavage fracture in the surface crack specimens basedupon the presentmethodology agreeswell
with the experimental data. Such an application serves as a prototype for awide class of engineeringproblems
involving the transferability of fracture toughness data from laboratory specimens to structural components.
The proposed methodology predicts the measured statistical distribution of cleavage fracture toughness in
surface crack specimens which provides a compelling support to the predictive capability of Weibull stress-
based methodologies in fracture assessments of structures.
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2. PROBABILISTIC MODELING OF CLEAVAGE FRACTURE

2.1 The Weibull Stress Model

Experimental studies consistently reveal large scatter in the measured values of cleavage fracture tough-
ness for ferritic steels tested in the DBT region (see [1,2,9] for illustrative data and the experimental results
presented in Section 5). A continuous probability function derived from weakest link statistics conveniently
characterizes the distribution of toughness values in the form [7,16]

F(Jc)= 1− exp
−Jc− Jmin

J0− Jmin
α , (1)

which is a three-parameter Weibull distribution with parameters (α , J0, Jmin). Here, α denotes the Weibull
modulus (shape parameter), J0 defines the characteristic toughness (scale parameter) and Jmin is the thresh-
old fracture toughness. Often, the threshold fracture toughness is set equal to zero so that theWeibull function
given by Eq. (1) assumes its more familiar two-parameter form. The above limiting distribution remains ap-
plicable for other measures of fracture toughness, such as KJc or CTOD. A central feature emerging from
this model is that, under SSY conditions, the scatter in cleavage fracture toughness data is characterized by
α= 2 for Jc-distributions or α= 4 for KIc-distributions [3,17].

To extend the previous methodology to multiaxially stressed, 3-D crack configurations, research efforts
have focused on probabilistic models which couple the micromechanical features of the fracture process
(such as the inherent random nature of cleavage fracture) with the inhomogeneous character of the near-tip
stress fields. Motivated by the specific micromechanism of transgranular cleavage, a number of suchmodels
(most often referred to as local approaches) employ weakest link arguments to describe the failure event. A
central feature emerging from weakest link models is that overall fracture resistance of a macroscopic crack
lying in a material containing randomly distributed flaws, as illustrated in Fig. 1, is controlled by the largest
fracture-triggering particle that is sampled in the fracture process zone ahead of crack front. This region is
conveniently divided in a large number of unit reference volumes, V0, statistically independent; each refer-
ence volume contains a substantially number of statistically independent microflaws uniformly distributed.
Using weakest link statitics, the probability distribution for the fracture stress of a cracked solid increases
with loading (represented by the J-integral) according to the two-parameterWeibull distribution [5,9,12,17]

P(σw)= 1− exp−
1
V0

Ω

σ1σu
m

dΩ= 1− exp− σwσu
m , σ1≥ 0 , (2)

which is a Weibull distribution with parametersm and σu. Here, m and σu denote the Weibull modulus and
the scale parameter of the Weibull function, Ω represents the volume of the (near-tip) fracture process zone
and σ1 is themaximum principal stress acting onmaterial points inside the fracture process zone. In the pres-
ent work, the active fracture process zone is defined as the loci where σ1 ≥ λσ0, with λ≈ 2. Alternative
definitions for the fracture process zone include the plastic region ahead of the macroscopic crack [5,6],
σe≥σ0 where σedenotes the equivalentMises stress. The stress integral appearing in Eq. (2) defines theWei-
bull stress, a term coined by the Beremin group [5], in the form

σw=
1
V0

Ω

σ1
mdΩ

1∕m

, σ1≥ 0 . (3)

A central feature of this methodology involves the interpretation of σw as amacroscopic crack driving force
[9-11]. Consequently, it follows that unstable crack propagation (cleavage) occurs at a critical value of the
Weibull stress; under increased remote loading (as measured by J), differences in evolution of the Weibull
stress reflect the potentially strong variations of near-tip stress fields.

2.2 Toughness Scaling Methodology Using Weibull Stress Trajectories

Ruggieri and Dodds [9] proposed a toughness scaling model based upon the Weibull stress to assess the
effects of constraint variations on cleavage fracture toughness data. The central feature of this methodology



Figure 1 (a) Fracture process zone ahead a macroscopic crack containing randomly
distributed flaws; (b) Unit volume ahead of crack tip subjected to a multiaxial stress state.
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lies on the interpretation of σw as the crack tip driving force coupled with the simple axiom that cleavage
fracture occurs when σw reaches a critical value, σw,c. For the samematerial at a fixed temperature, the scal-
ingmodel requires the attainment of a specified value for σw to trigger cleavage fracture across different crack
configurations even though the loading parameter (measured by J in the present work) may vary widely due
to constraint loss. In the probabilistic context adopted here, attainment of equivalent values ofWeibull stress
in different cracked configurations implies the same probability for cleavage fracture.

Figure 2 illustrates the procedure to assess the effects of constraint loss on cleavage fracture behavior
needed to scale toughness values for different cracked configurations. The procedure employs J as the mea-
sure of macroscopic loading, but remains valid for other measures of remote loading, such as KJ or CTOD.
Without loss of generality, Fig. 2 displays σw vs. J curves for a high constrained configuration (such as a deep
notch SE(B) specimen), denoted as configurationA, and a low constraint configuration (such as surface crack
specimen under tension loading), denoted as configuration B. Very detailed, nonlinear 3-D finite element
analyses provide the functional relationship between the Weibull stress (σw) and applied loading (J) for a
specified value of theWeibull modulus,m. Given the JA-value for the high constraint fracture specimen, the
lines shown on Fig. 2 readily illustrate the technique used to determine the corresponding JB-value.

3. CALIBRATION OF WEIBULL STRESS PARAMETERS

Further consideration of the toughness scalingmodel previously outlined led Gao et al. [13] andRuggieri
et al [14] to propose a new calibration procedure for parameter m based upon fracture toughness data mea-
sured from two sets of specimens. By using the Weibull stress trajectories, σw vs. J, for two crack configura-
tions exhibiting different constraint levels (e.g., a deep notch and a shallow notch SE(B) specimen), the pro-
cess seeks the m-value which corrects the corresponding measured toughness distributions. This procedure
eliminates the recently discovered non-uniqueness of calibratedWeibull stress parameters [13,14] that arises
when using only one set of fracture toughness data. Once determined in this manner, parameter m becomes
a material property independent of specimen geometry at a fixed temperature (the test temperature).

This calibration procedure is based upon the correction of the statistical distribution for the measured
toughness data based upon σw vs. J histories. By assuming the Weibull distribution given by Eq. (1) to de-
scribe the measured toughness data for two crack configurations (denoted A and B), the calibrated Weibull
modulus is then defined by them-value that corrects the characteristic toughness JB

0
to its equivalent JA

0
(i.e.,
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Figure 2 Toughness scaling model for different crack configurations.
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correction). Alternatively, the calibration can be conducted by using a two-step scheme to calibrate

the m-parameter as follows: (1) constraint correct the measured toughness values for configurations A and
B to corresponding plane-strain, small-scale yielding (SSY) values using the toughness scaling model based
on the modifiedWeibull stress and (2) determine the calibratedWeibull modulus as them-value that corrects
the characteristic SSY toughness for configuration B, denoted JB

0−SSY
, to its equivalent characteristic SSY

toughness for configuration A, denoted JA
0−SSY

. This approach retains the same scaling procedure applied
on measured toughness distributions described above but corrects the two sets of fracture toughness data to
have the same statistical properties under SSY conditions (JB

0−SSY
→JA

0−SSY
correction). Readers are referred

to the works of Gao et al [13] and Ruggieri et al [14] for other details of parameter calibration.

4. NUMERICAL PROCEDURES AND COMPUTATIONAL MODELS

4.1. Finite Element Procedures and Constitutive Models

The three-dimensional computations reported here are generated using the research codeWARP3D [18]
which: (1) implements a Mises constitutive models in a finite-strain framework, (2) solves the equilibrium
equations at each iteration using a linear pre-conditioned conjugate gradient (LPCG) method implemented
within an element-by-element (EBE) software architecture, (3) evaluates the J-integral using a convenient
domain integral procedure and (4) analyzes fracture models constructed with three-dimensional, 8-node tri-
linear hexahedral elements. The finite element computations employ a domain integral procedure for numer-
ical evaluation of the J-Integral. A thickness average value for J is computed over domains defined outside
material having the highly non-proportional histories of the near-tip fields and thus retains a strong domain
(path) independence. Such J-values agree with estimation schemes based upon eta-factors for deformation
plasticity. They provide a convenient parameter to characterize the average intensity of far field loading on
the crack front.

The elastic-plastic constitutivemodel employed in the analyses follows a J2 flow theorywith convention-
al Mises plasticity. A piecewise linear approximation to the measured tensile response for the material is
adopted to generatenumerical solutions for the fracture specimens described in Section 5. The uniaxial stress-
strain curve for the A515-70 pressure vessel steel at the test temperature, T=266 K (−7°C) and T=245 K
(−28°C) is described in [15]. Thematerial has a Young’s modulus E=200GPa, Poisson’s ration n=0.3 and
yield stress σ0=280 MPa at 266 K (−7°C) and σ0=300 MPa at 245 K (−28°C). Readers are also referred
to the works of Ruggieri et al [21] for further details.

4.2 Finite Element Models

3-D finite element analyses are conducted on different crack configurations which include: (1) a conven-
tional, plane sidedC(T) specimenwith a⁄W=0.6,B=25mm andW=50mm; (2) a conventional, plane sided



SE(B) specimen with a⁄W=0.2, B=25 mm, W=50 mm and S=4W and (3) a bolt-loaded surface crack
SC(T) specimen with a⁄t=0.25, c⁄a=3 and t=25 mm. For the C(T) and SE(B) specimens, a is the crack
length,W is the specimen width, B is the specimen thickness and S is the bend specimen span. For the SC(T)
specimen, a is the maximum depth of the surface crack, 2c is the length of the semi-elliptical crack and t is
the thickness of the cracked section.

Figure 3 (a) shows the geometry and specimen dimensions of the bolt-loaded SC(T) specimen [15,19].
Figure 3 (b) displays the finite element model constructed for the 3-D analyses of this specimen. Symmetry
conditions enable analyses using one-quarter of the 3-D model with appropriate constraints imposed on the
symmetry planes. A focused ring of elements surrounding the crack front in the radial direction is used with
a small key-hole at the crack tip; the radius of the key-hole, ρ0, is 2.5μm.The half-length of the semi-elliptical
crack is defined by 20 elements arranged over the (one-half) crack front. The quarter-symmetric, 3-D model
for the SC(T) specimens has 25650 nodes and 22800 elements. Themodels for theC(T) and SE(B) specimens
have similar features and similar levels of mesh refinement. These meshes have 10 variable thickness layers
defined over the half-thickness (B∕2); the thickest layer is defined at Z=0 with thinner layers defined near
the free surface (Z=B∕2) to accommodate strong Z variations in the stress distribution. The quarter-symmet-
ric, 3-D models for the C(T) and SE(B) specimens have 11800 nodes and 9800 elements.

Figure 3 (a)Geometryof bolt-loaded surface crack specimen; (b)Quarter-symmetric
finite element model for bolt-loaded surface crack specimen.
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4.3 Finite Element Form of the Weibull Stress

Numerical computations of the Weibull stress used to construct σw vs. J trajectories are performed using
the research code WSTRESS [12] which implements a finite element form of Beremin’s formulation [5]. In
isoparametric space, the current (deformed) Cartesian coordinates xi of any point inside a 8-node tri-linear
element are related to the parametric coordinates ηi using the shape functions corresponding to the k-th node.
Let J denote the determinant of the standard coordinate Jacobian between deformedCartesian and parametric
coordinates. Then using standard procedures for integration over element volumes, theWeibull stress has the
form



σw=


1
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(σ1)
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1∕m
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(σ1)
mJdη1dη2dη3





1∕m

(4)

where ne is the number of elements inside the fracture process zone near the crack tip and Ωe is the volume
of the element. The process zone used here includes all material inside the loci σ1 ≥ λσ0 , with λ=2; results
for σw differ little over a wide range of λ-values. For computational simplicity, an element is included in the
fracture process zone if the σ1 computed at η1=η2=η3=0 (i.e., the center of element) exceeds 2σ0.

5. CLEAVAGE FRACTURE PREDICTIONS FOR FRACTURE SPECIMENS

5.1. Experimental Toughness Data

Gao et al [15] recently reported a series of fracture toughness tests conducted by Joyce and Link [19] and
Tregoning [20] on a C-Mn alloy pressure vessel steel. The fracturemechanics tests include: (1) a convention-
al, plane sided C(T) specimen with a⁄W=0.6, B=25 mm and W=50 mm; (2) a conventional, plane sided
SE(B) specimen with a⁄W=0.2, B=25 mm, W=50 mm and S=4W and (3) a bolt-loaded surface crack
SC(T) specimenwith a⁄t=0.25, c⁄a=3 and t=25mm (see Section 4.3). Thematerial is an A515-70 pressure
vessel steel (280 MPa yield stress at 266 K (−7°C)) with relatively high hardening properties (σu⁄σys≈2).

Testing of these configurationswas performed atT=245K (−28°C) for the C(T) specimens andT=266
K (−7°C) for the SE(B) and SC(T) specimens; these temperatures correspond to the ductile-to-brittle transi-
tion behavior for the material. Figure 4(a) provides a Weibull diagram of the measured toughness values for
both test temperatures. The solid symbols in the plots indicate the experimental fracture toughness data for
the specimens. Values of cumulative probability, F, are obtained by ordering the Jc-values and using
F=(i−0.3)∕(N+0.4), where i denotes the rank number andN defines the total number of experimental tough-
ness values. The straight lines indicate the three-parameterWeibull distribution, Eq. (1), obtained by amaxi-
mum likelihood analysis of the data set with Jmin=1.8 KJ/m2 (KJ−min=20 MPa m ). While the Weibull
slopes for the C(T) and SE(B) toughness distributions are very similar (α≈2 for both distributions), the re-
sults clearly demonstrate a strong effect of constraint level on the characteristic toughness, J0 (the J-value
corresponding to 63.2% failure probability). In contrast, theWeibull slope for the SC(T) specimen differ sig-
nificantly (α≈10) from the α-value for the C(T) and SE(B) specimens; here, the SC(T) and SE(B) specimen
have similar values for the characteristic toughness, J0 . The large deviation of theWeibull slope for the SC(T)
specimen from the SSY value α=2 is most likely associated with the strong tensile field that develops ahead
of crack front for this specimen. The tested bolt-loaded crack configuration has a symmetrical geometry (see
Fig. 3) which provides a predominantly tensile loading with only small bendingmoments acting on the crack
plane [15].Consequently, the near-tip stresses relax significantly from theSSY levelswith rapid development
of plasticity in the crack ligament thereby decreasing the amount of scatter in toughness values (i.e., increas-
ing theWeibull modulus, α). Readers are referred to Joyce and Link [19] and Gao et al. [15] for a more com-
plete presentation of testing details.

5.2. Calibration of Weibull Stress Parameters

The parameter calibration schemedescribed in Section 3 is applied to determine theWeibull stress param-
eters for the tested pressure vessel steel. The Weibull modulus, m, is calibrated using the deep notch C(T)
specimens and the shallow notch SE(B) specimens. Because the specimens were not tested at the same tem-
perature, the present methodology adopts a simple procedure to correct the measured toughness values for
temperature. The J0-value for the C(T) specimens at 245 K (−28°C) is scaled to corresponding J0-value
at 266 K (−7°C) using the Master Curve fitting given by ASTM E-1921 [4]. Since the toughness values for
this specimen are below the limit value KJc= Eb0σ0∕M with the deformation limitM=30 given byASTM
E-1921, they are taken directly as SSY toughness values at 245 K (−28°C). The potential effects of (small)
constraint loss on the C(T) specimens (with implications on T0) are considered to have minor impact on the
calibrated m-value. Moreover, this procedure enables determination of the reference temperature, T0, and
the Jc-distribution at 266 K (−7°C) in a straightforwardmanner. The characteristic toughness values for the
C(T) and SE(B) specimens at 266 K (−7°C) are then given as: JC(T)

0
≈54 KJ/m2 and JSE(B)

0
≈102 KJ/m2.

With the toughness values for theC(T) andSE(B) specimens set at the same temperature of 266K (−7°C)
and using σw vs. J curves constructed from the 3-D finite element analyses for both crack configurations, the



calibration procedure is then applied to determine the m-value that yields the same σw for the pair (JC(T)0
,

JSE(B)
0

). For the tested material, the analysis provides the Weibull stress modulus as m≈8.

5.3. Fracture Predictions Using The Weibull Stress Model

To verify the predictive capability of the Weibull stress methodology adopted in the present work, this
section describes application of the toughness scaling model based on the Weibull stress (σw) to predict the
toughness distribution for the bolt-loaded surface crack specimen.Verydetailed 3-D, nonlinear finite element
analyses provide crack front stress fields to generate the evolution of σw vs. J for the m-values calibrated in
the previous section.

TheWeibull probability plot in Fig. 4((b) shows the predicteddistributions of cleavage fracture toughness
for the bolt-loaded surface crack specimen using the calibrated micromechanics model. The solid symbols
in the plots indicate the measured cleavage fracture toughness (Jc) for this specimen. Values of cumulative
probability, F, are obtained by ordering the Jc-values and using F=(i−0.3)∕(N+0.4), where i denotes the
rank number and N defines the total number of experimental toughness values. The solid line on each figure
represents the predicted Weibull distribution generated from the distribution (not individual values from
tested specimens) of toughness values for the C(T) specimen with a∕W=0.6 using a statistical procedure
based upon Monte Carlo simulation. The dashed lines represent the 90% confidence bounds generated from
the 90% confidence limits for the calibrated m-values using the scheme proposed by Ruggieri [21].

The ability of the present model in describing general fracture behavior for this specimen is evident as
the predicted distribution displayed in Fig. 4(b) agrees relatively well with the experimental data. Here, the
90% confidence bounds bracket most of the measured toughness values in the mid-region of the curves. The
results also indicate that the predicted curves: (1) overpredict the failure probability in the lower tail of the
plots and (2) underpredict the failure probability in the upper tail of the plots. However, such deviations from
the experimentally measured distribution should not be pessimistically interpreted as the small number of
Jc-values available (N=7) contributes to penalize a better agreement between the predictions and experi-
ments. Perhaps more importantly, the toughness distribution for the bolt-loaded SC(T) specimen differs sig-
nificantly from the toughness distribution for the shallownotch SE(B) specimen even though both specimens
have similar levels of characteristic toughness (recall the Weibull slopes for the toughness distributions of
these specimens displayed on Fig. 4(b) are very different); such feature most likely imposes an additional
penalty on the prediction process.

6. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

This study describes a probabilistic framework based on the Weibull stress (σw) model to predict the ef-
fects of constraint loss on macroscopic measures of cleavage fracture toughness (KIc , Jc, δc) applicable for
ferritic materials in the ductile-to-brittle transition region. The central feature of this methodology lies on the
interpretation of σw as the crack tip driving force coupledwith the simple axiom that cleavage fracture occurs
when theWeibull stress reaches a critical value, σw,c. For the samematerial at a fixed temperature, the scaling
model requires the attainment of a specified value for σw to trigger cleavage fracture across different crack
configurations even though the loading parameter (measured by J in the present work) may vary widely due
to constraint loss.

The predictions of the probability distribution for cleavage fracture in a surface crack specimen based
upon the presentmethodology agreeswell with the experimental data.While the failure probabilities for low-
er toughness values (the lower tail of the curves) are somewhat overpredicted, the Weibull stress models ap-
pear to capture general fracture behavior for the SC(T) specimen. While the present study has not explored
other ranges of crack configurations, loadingmodes and,most importantly, othermaterial properties to verify
the real significance of three-parameter Weibull stress models in fracture behavior predictions, the results
presented here represent a compelling support to the predictive capability ofWeibull stress-basedmethodolo-
gies.
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Figure 4 (a) Weibull plots of experimental toughness values at T=245 K (−28°C) and 266 K
(−7°C) [15]; (b)Cleavage fracture predictions for the SC(T) specimenusing the C(T) specimens.
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